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ON THE ENUMERATION OF MINIMAL DOMINATING SETS
AND RELATED NOTIONS
MAMADOU MOUSTAPHA KANTÉ, VINCENT LIMOUZY, ARNAUD MARY,
AND LHOUARI NOURINE
Abstract. A dominating set D in a graph is a subset of its vertex set such
that each vertex is either in D or has a neighbour in D. In this paper, we are
interested in the enumeration of (inclusion-wise) minimal dominating sets in
graphs, called the Dom-Enum problem. It is well known that this problem
can be polynomially reduced to the Trans-Enum problem in hypergraphs, i.e.,
the problem of enumerating all minimal transversals in a hypergraph. Firstly
we show that the Trans-Enum problem can be polynomially reduced to the
Dom-Enum problem. As a consequence there exists an output-polynomial
time algorithm for the Trans-Enum problem if and only if there exists one
for the Dom-Enum problem. Secondly, we study the Dom-Enum problem
in some graph classes. We give an output-polynomial time algorithm for the
Dom-Enum problem in split graphs, and introduce the completion of a graph
to obtain an output-polynomial time algorithm for the Dom-Enum problem in
P6-free chordal graphs, a proper superclass of split graphs. Finally, we investi-
gate the complexity of the enumeration of (inclusion-wise) minimal connected
dominating sets and minimal total dominating sets of graphs. We show that
there exists an output-polynomial time algorithm for the Dom-Enum problem
(or equivalently Trans-Enum problem) if and only if there exists one for the
following enumeration problems: minimal total dominating sets, minimal to-
tal dominating sets in split graphs, minimal connected dominating sets in split
graphs, minimal dominating sets in co-bipartite graphs.
1. Introduction
The Minimum Dominating Set problem is a classic and well-studied graph
optimisation problem. A dominating set in a graph G is a subset D of its set of
vertices such that each vertex is either in D or has a neighbour in D. Computing a
minimum dominating set has numerous applications in many areas, e.g., networks,
graph theory (see for instance the book [17]). In this paper we are interested in the
enumeration of minimal (connected, total) dominating sets in graphs.
Enumeration problems have received much interest over the past decades due
to their applications in computer science [1, 9, 15, 16, 25]. For these problems the
size of the output may be exponential in the size of the input, which in general is
different from optimisation or counting problems where the size of the output is
polynomially related to the size of the input. A natural parameter for measuring the
time complexity of an enumeration algorithm is the sum of the sizes of the input and
output. An algorithm whose running time is bounded by a polynomial depending
on the sum of the sizes of the input and output is called an output-polynomial time
algorithm (also called total-polynomial time or output-sensitive algorithm).
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The enumeration of minimal dominating sets of graphs (Dom-Enum problem for
short) is closely related to the well-known Trans-Enum problem in hypergraphs,
which consists in enumerating the set of minimal transversals (or hitting sets) of
a hypergraph. A transversal of a hypergraph is a subset of its ground set which
has a non empty intersection with every hyperedge. One can notice that the set of
minimal dominating sets of a graph is in bijection with the set of minimal transver-
sals of its closed neighbourhood hypergraph [7]. The Trans-Enum problem has
been intensively studied due to its connections to several problems in such fields as
data-mining and learning [11, 12, 16, 20, 24]. It is still open whether there exists
an output-polynomial time algorithm for the Trans-Enum problem, but several
classes where an output-polynomial time algorithm exists have been identified (see
for instance the survey [13]). So, classes of graphs whose closed neighbourhood
hypergraphs are in one of these identified classes of hypergraphs admit also output-
polynomial time algorithms for the Dom-Enum problem. Examples of such graph
classes are planar graphs and bounded degree graphs (see [18, 19] for more infor-
mation). Recently, the Dom-Enum problem has been studied by several groups
of authors [8, 14]. Their research on exact exponential-time algorithms triggered a
new approach to the design of enumeration algorithms which uses classical worst-
case running time analysis, i.e., the running time depends on the length of the
input.
In this paper, we first prove that the Trans-Enum problem can be polynomially
reduced to the Dom-Enum problem. Since the other direction also holds, the two
problems are equivalent, i.e., there exists an output-polynomial time algorithm
for the Dom-Enum problem if and only if there exists one for the Trans-Enum
problem. One could possibly expect to benefit from graph theory tools to solve the
two problems and at the same time many other enumeration problems equivalent to
the Trans-Enum problem (see [11] for examples of problems equivalent to Trans-
Enum). In addition, we show that there exists an output-polynomial time algorithm
for the Dom-Enum problem (or equivalently Trans-Enum problem) if and only
if there exists one for the following enumeration problems: TDom-Enum problem,
CDom-Enum in split graphs, TDom-Enum in split graphs, Dom-Enum in co-
bipartite graphs, where the TDom-Enum problem corresponds to the enumeration
of minimal total dominating sets.
We then characterise graphs where the addition of edges changes the set of
minimal dominating sets. The maximal extension (addition of edges) that keeps
invariant the set of minimal dominating sets can be computed in polynomial time,
and appears to be a useful tool for getting output-polynomial time algorithms for
the Dom-Enum problem in new graph classes such as P6-free chordal graphs. As a
consequence, Dom-Enum in split graphs and Dom-Enum in P6-free chordal graphs
are linear delay and polynomial space.
We finally study the complexity of the enumeration of minimal connected domi-
nating sets (called the CDom-Enum problem). TheMinimum Connected Dom-
inating Set problem is a well-known and well-studied variant of the Minimum
Dominating Set problem due to its applications in networks [17, 28]. We have
proved in [18] that CDom-Enum in split graphs is equivalent to the Trans-Enum
problem. We will extend this result to other graph classes. Indeed, we prove that
the minimal connected dominating sets of a graph are the minimal transversals of
its minimal separators. As a consequence, in any class of graphs with a polyno-
mially bounded number of minimal separators, the CDom-Enum problem can be
polynomially reduced to the Trans-Enum problem; examples of such classes are
chordal graphs, circle graphs and circular-arc graphs [5, 21, 23]. Finally, we show
that the CDom-Enum problem is harder than the Dom-Enum problem.
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Paper Organisation. Some needed definitions are defined in Section 2. The
equivalence between the Trans-Enum problem, the Dom-Enum problem and the
TDom-Enum problem is given in Section 3. We recall in Section 4 the output-
polynomial time algorithm for the Dom-Enum problem in split graphs published
in [18]. Maximal extensions (additions of edges) of graphs are defined in Section
5 and a use of these maximal extensions to obtain an output-polynomial time al-
gorithm for the Dom-Enum problem in P6-free chordal graphs is also given. The
CDom-Enum problem is investigated in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
If A and B are two sets, AzB denotes the set tx P A | x R Bu. The power-set of
a set V is denoted by 2V . We denote by N the set containing zero and the positive
integers. The size of a set A is denoted by |A|.
We refer to [10] for graph terminology not defined below; all graphs considered
in this paper are undirected, finite and simple. A graph G is a pair pV pGq, EpGqq,
where V pGq is the set of vertices and EpGq Ď V pGq ˆ V pGq, the set of edges, is
symmetric. An edge between x and y is denoted by xy (equivalently yx). The
subgraph of G induced by X Ď V pGq, denoted by GrXs, is the graph pX,EpGq X
pX ˆ Xqq; GzX is the graph GrV pGqzXs. A graph is said to be chordal if it has
no induced cycle of length greater than or equal to 4; it is a split graph if its vertex
set can be partitioned into an independent set S and a clique C. Notice that split
graphs form a proper subclass of chordal graphs. For two graphs G and H, we say
that G is H-free if G does not contain H as an induced subgraph. For k ě 1, we let
Pk be the path on k vertices. For a graph G, we let NGpxq, the set of neighbours
of x, be the set ty P V pGq | xy P EpGqu, and we let NGrxs be NGpxq Y txu. For
X Ď V pGq, we write NGrXs and NGpXq for respectively Ť
xPX
NGrxs and NGrXszX.
A dominating set in a graph G is a set of vertices D such that every vertex of
G is either in D or is adjacent to some vertex of D. It is said to be minimal if
it does not contain any other dominating set as a subset. The set of all minimal
dominating sets of G will be denoted by DpGq. Let D be a dominating set of G
and x P D. We say that x has a private neighbour y in G if y P NGrxszNGrDztxus.
Note that a private neighbour of a vertex x P D in G is either x itself, or a vertex
in V pGqzD, but never a vertex y P Dztxu. The set of private neighbours of x P D
in G is denoted by PDpxq. The following is straightforward.
Lemma 1. Let D be a dominating set of a graph G. Then D is a minimal domi-
nating set if and only if PDpxq ‰ H for every x P D.
A hypergraph H is a pair pV pHq, EpHqq where V pHq is a finite set and EpHq Ď
2V pHqztHu. It is worth noticing that graphs are special cases of hypergraphs. We
will call the elements of V pHq vertices and elements of EpHq hyperedges, and when
the context is clear a hypergraph will be denoted by its set of hyperedges only. If
H is a hypergraph, we let IpHq, the bipartite incidence graph of H, be the graph
with vertex set V pHqYtye | e P EpHqu and edge set txye | x P V pHq, e P EpHq and
x P eu. Note that the neighbourhood of the vertex ye in IpHq is exactly the set e.
A hypergraph H is said to be simple if
(i) for all e, e1 P EpHq, e Ď e1 ùñ e “ e1, and
(ii) V pHq “ Ť
ePEpHq
e.
For a hypergraph H we denote by MinpHq the hypergraph on the same vertex
set and keeping only minimal hyperedges, i.e., EpMinpHqq :“ te P EpHq | @e1 P
EpHqzteu, e1 Ę eu. A transversal (or hitting set) of H is a subset of V pHq that has
a non-empty intersection with every hyperedge of EpHq; it is minimal if it does not
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contain any other transversal as a subset. The set of all minimal transversals of
H is denoted by trpHq. The size of a hypergraph H, denoted by }H}, is |V pHq| `ř
ePEpHq
|e|. The set of all hypergraphs (respectively all graphs) is denoted by H
(respectively G ).
Proposition 2 ([3]). For each simple hypergraph H, we have trptrpHqq “ H.
From Proposition 2, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3. For each simple hypergraph H and each x P V pHq, there exists
T P trpHq such that x P T .
An enumeration algorithm (algorithm for short) for a set C is an algorithm that
lists the elements of C without repetitions. Let ϕpXq be a hypergraph property
where X is a subset of vertices (for instance ϕpXq could be “X is a transversal”).
For a hypergraph H, we let CϕpHq be the set tZ Ď V pHq | ϕpZq is true in Hu. An
enumeration problem for the hypergraph property ϕpXq takes as input a hypergraph
H, and the task is to enumerate, without repetitions, the set CϕpHq. An algorithm
for CϕpHq is an output-polynomial time algorithm if there exists a polynomial p :
NÑ N such that CϕpHq is listed in time pp||H|| ` ||CϕpHq||q. Notice that since an
algorithm A for an enumeration problem takes a hypergraph as input and outputs
a hypergraph with same vertex set, we can consider it as a function A :H ÑH .
Let f : NÑ N. We say that an algorithm enumerates CϕpHq with delay fp||H||q if,
after a polynomial time pre-processing, it outputs the elements of CϕpHq without
repetitions, the delay between two outputs being bounded by fp||H||q. If f is a
polynomial (or a linear function), we call it a polynomial (or linear) delay algorithm.
Definition 4. Let P and P 1 be enumeration problems for hypergraph properties
ϕpXq and ϕ1pXq respectively. We say that P 1 is at least as hard as P , denoted
by P ĺop P 1, if an output-polynomial time algorithm for P 1 implies an output-
polynomial time algorithm for P .
Two enumeration problems P and P 1 are equivalent if P ĺop P 1 and P 1 ĺop P .
We denote by Trans-Enum the enumeration problem of minimal transversals in
hypergraphs. Similarly, we denote by Dom-Enum the enumeration problem of
minimal dominating sets in graphs. For a problem P and a subclass C of instances
of P , we denote by P pCq the problem P restricted to the instances in C. For
instance, Dom-Enum(split graphs) denotes the problem of enumerating the set of
minimal dominating sets in split graphs.
3. Dom-Enum is Equivalent to Trans-Enum
The fact that Dom-Enum ĺop Trans-Enum can be considered folklore. Let us
remind it for completeness. For a graph G, we let N pGq, the closed neighbourhood
hypergraph, be pV pGq, tNGrxs | x P V pGquq.
Lemma 5 (Folklore [7]). Let G be a graph and D Ď V pGq. Then D is a dominating
set of G if and only if D is a transversal of N pGq if and only if D is a transversal
of MinpN pGqq.
Corollary 6. Dom-Enum ĺop Trans-Enum.
Proof. From Lemma 5, we have that trpN pGqq “ DpGq. Hence, if we have an
output-polynomial time algorithm for Trans-Enum then we can use it to enumer-
ate all minimal dominating sets of a graph in output-polynomial time. 
Corollary 7. Let G be a graph and x P V pGq. Then there exists D P DpGq such
that x P D.
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Proof. Corollary of Lemma 5 and Corollary 3. 
We now prove that Trans-Enum ĺop Dom-Enum. One may wonder whether
with every hypergraph H one can associate a graph G such that DpGq “ trpHq.
However, the following result shows that such a reduction does not exist.
Proposition 8. For every function f : H Ñ G , there exists H P H such that
trpHq ‰ DpfpHqq.
Proof. Let H be a simple hypergraph with |V pHq| “ |EpHq| “ n and such that H is
not the closed neighbourhood hypergraph of any graph. Such a hypergraph exists
(see for instance [6]). Now assume that there exists a graph G such that DpGq “
trpHq. Note that since each vertex of a simple hypergraph belongs to at least one
minimal transversal (Corollary 3), and since each vertex of a graph appears in at
least one minimal dominating set (Corollary 7), we have V pGq “ V pHq. By Lemma
5, trpHq “ trpN pGqq “ trpMinpN pGqqq and so H “ MinpN pGqq (Proposition 2).
Furthermore, MinpN pGqq Ď N pGq and |MinpN pGqq| “ |EpHq| “ n “ |N pGq| and
so MinpN pGqq “ N pGq. We conclude that H “ N pGq and then H is the closed
neighbourhood hypergraph of G, which contradicts the assumption. 
Despite the above result, we can polynomially reduce Trans-Enum to Dom-
Enum. In order to prove this statement we introduce the co-bipartite incidence
graph associated with every hypergraph H.
Definition 9. Let H be a hypergraph. We associate with H a co-bipartite incidence
graph BpHq, defined as follows:
‚ V pBpHqq :“ V pIpHqq Y tvu with v R V pIpHqq,
‚ EpBpHqq :“ EpIpHqq Y tvx | x P V pHqu Y txy | x, y P V pHqu Y tyeye1 |
e, e1 P EpHqu.
In other words, BpHq is obtained from IpHq by adding a new vertex that is made
adjacent to all vertices in V pHq, and replacing the subgraph induced by V pHq (resp.
tye | e P EpHqu) by a clique on the same set; see Figure 1 for an illustration. The
following is straightforward to prove.
ye3
x1 x2 x3 x4
v
B(H )
ye6ye1 ye5ye4ye2
Figure 1. An example of the co-bipartite incidence graph BpHq of
the hypergraph H “ ptx1, x2, x3, x4u, te1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6uq where
e1 “ tx1, x2u, e2 “ tx1, x2, x3u, e3 “ tx1, x3, x4u, e4 “ tx2, x4u,
e5 “ tx3, x4u, e6 “ tx2, x4u. The set tx1, x2u is a minimal transver-
sal of H and a minimal dominating set of BpHq.
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Lemma 10. Let H be a hypergraph and T a transversal of H. Then T is a domi-
nating set of BpHq.
The following lemma claims that there is only a quadratic number of minimal
dominating sets of BpHq that are not minimal transversals of H.
Lemma 11. Let H be a hypergraph and let D be a minimal dominating set of
BpHq. Then D is either equal to tx, yeu with x P V pHqY tvu and e P EpHq or D is
a minimal transversal of H.
Proof. As v must be dominated by D, D X pV pHq Y tvuq ‰ H. Let x P D X
pV pHq Y tvuq. Assume that D X tye | e P EpHqu ‰ H. Since D is a minimal
dominating set, x dominates V pHq Y tvu, and since tye | e P EpHqu is a clique,
|D X tye | e P EpHqu| “ 1. This implies that D is of the form tx, yeu. So assume
that D Ď V pHq Y tvu. It is easy to see that D Ď V pHq, because if v is in D, since
NGrvs X tye | e P EpHqu “ H and H contains at least one non-empty hyperedge, D
must contain another vertex x from V pHq. But, since NGrvs Ď NGrxs, PDpvq “ H
which contradicts the minimality of D (cf. Lemma 1). We now show that such a
D is a transversal of H. Indeed since D is included in V pHq, every vertex ye with
e P EpHq must be incident with a vertex in D X V pHq and then D is a transversal
of H. Lemma 10 ensures that D is a minimal transversal. 
Theorem 12. Trans-Enum ĺop Dom-Enum(co-bipartite graphs).
Proof. Assume there exists an output-polynomial time algorithm A for the Dom-
Enum problem which, given a co-bipartite graph G, outputs DpGq in time pp||G||`
|DpGq|q where p is a polynomial. Given a hypergraph H, we construct the co-
bipartite graph BpHq and call A on BpHq. By Lemma 11, A on BpHq outputs
all minimal transversals of H. We now discuss the time complexity. We clearly
have ||BpHq|| “ Op||H||q and BpHq can be constructed in time Op||H||q. Moreover
by Lemma 11, ||DpBpHqq|| ď ||trpHq|| ` |V pHq| ˆ |EpHq|. Therefore, A on BpHq
runs in time Oppp||H|| ` ||trpHq||q ` |V pHq| ˆ |EpHq|q, which is polynomial on
||H|| ` ||trpHq||. 
Corollary 6 and Theorem 12 together imply the following result.
Corollary 13. Dom-Enum(co-bipartite graphs), Dom-Enum and Trans-Enum
are all equivalent.
From Corollary 13, we can deduce some equivalences between Dom-Enum and
some other enumeration problems. For instance, a total dominating set is a dom-
inating set D such that the subgraph induced by D contains no isolated vertex.
We call TDom-Enum the enumeration problem of (inclusion-wise) minimal total
dominating sets. To prove the next lemma we associate with every hypergraph a
split-incidence graph.
Definition 14. The split-incidence graph I 1pHq associated with a hypergraph H is
the graph obtained from IpHq by turning the independent set corresponding to V pHq
into a clique (see Figure 2). The resulting graph is a split graph.
Lemma 15. TDom-Enum(split graphs), Trans-Enum and TDom-Enum are all
equivalent.
Proof. It is enough to prove that TDom-Enum ĺop Trans-Enum and Trans-
EnumĺopTDom-Enum(split graphs) sinceTDom-Enum(split graphs)ĺop TDom-
Enum. We first show that TDom-Enum ĺop Trans-Enum (the reduction was first
noted by [27]). For a graph G, we let NopGq :“ pV pGq, tNGpxq | x P V pGquq, the
open neighbourhood hypergraph. We claim that T DpGq “ trpNopGqq where T DpGq
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ye1
x1 x2 x3 x4
ye2 ye3 ye4 ye5 ye6ye1
I (H ) I ′(H )
x1 x2 x3 x4
ye2 ye3 ye4 ye5 ye6
Figure 2. An example of the bipartite incidence graph IpHq and
the split-incidence graph I 1pHq of the hypergraph in Figure 1.
denotes the set of minimal total dominating sets of G. Let G be a graph. It is easy
to see that D Ď V pGq is a total dominating set in G if and only if it is a transversal
of NopGq. Indeed, if D is a total dominating set of G, then for each x P V pGq,
NGpxq X D ‰ H. Therefore, D is a transversal of NopGq. Conversely, if T is a
transversal of NopGq, then for each x P V pGq, T X NGpxq ‰ H, i.e., T is a total
dominating set of G.
We now show that Trans-Enum ĺopTDom-Enum(split graphs). Let H be a
hypergraph. Assume furthermore that H has no dominating vertex, i.e., a vertex
belonging to all edges. Note that this case is not restrictive since if x P V pHq is a
dominating vertex, then trpHq “ txuY trpHztxuq and we can consider this reduced
hypergraph. We now show that T DpI 1pHqq “ trpHq.
(i) Let D be a minimal total dominating set of I 1pHq, and let e P EpHq. Then
there exists x P V pHqXD such that xye P EpI 1pHqq, i.e., x P e. We now claim that
ye R D for all e P EpHq. Otherwise, there exists x P eXD and since I 1pHqrV pHqs is
a clique, Dztyeu is also a total dominating set, contradicting the minimality of D.
Thus D is a transversal of H.
(ii) Let T be a transversal of H. Then for all e P EpHq, T X e ‰ H, i.e., for all
z P V pI 1pHqqzV pHq, there exists x P T such that xz P EpI 1pHqq. Since there is no
dominating vertex, |T | ě 2, and because I 1pHqrV pHqs is a clique, for all x P V pHq,
there exists y P T such that xy P EpI 1pHqq. Hence, T is a total dominating set of
I 1pHq.
From (i) and (ii) we can conclude that T DpI 1pHqq “ trpHq. 
As a corollary of Lemma 15 and Corollary 13 we get the following.
Corollary 16. Dom-Enum and TDom-Enum are equivalent.
These results may enable new approaches to consider the Trans-Enum prob-
lem as a graph problem. We will give some evidence in the following sections. We
conclude this section by stating the following decision problem Dom-Graph that
arises from Corollary 13 and seems to be interesting on its own.
Input. A hypergraph H and a positive integer k.
Output. Does there exist a graph G and a set F Ď 2V pGq with |F | ď k
and such that DpGq “ trpHq Y F?
It is an NP-complete problem because the problem of realisability of a hypergraph
is a special case with k “ 0 [6]. For k “ |V pHq| ¨ |EpHq|, the Dom-Graph problem
can be solved in polynomial time by Corollary 13. We leave open its complexity
for 1 ď k ă |V pHq| ¨ |EpHq|.
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4. Dom-Enum in Split Graphs
We recall that a graph G is a split graph if its vertex set can be partitioned into
an independent set S and a clique C. Here we consider S to be maximal. We will
denote a split graph G by the pair pCpGq Y SpGq, EpGqq. We prove in this section
thatDom-Enum(split graphs) admits a linear delay algorithm that uses polynomial
space. A minimal dominating set D of a split graph G can be partitioned into a
clique and an independent set, denoted respectively by DC :“ D X CpGq and
DS :“ D X SpGq. Lemma 17 shows that a minimal dominating set D of a split
graph is characterised by DC . Note that DS cannot characterise D, since several
minimal dominating sets can have the same set DS .
Lemma 17. Let G be a split graph and D a minimal dominating set of G. Then
DS “ SpGqzNGpDCq.
Lemma 18. Let A Ď CpGq. If every element in A has a private neighbour then
AY pSpGqzNGpAqq is a minimal dominating set of G.
Proof. It is clear that A Y pSpGqzNGpAqq is a dominating set. To see why it is
minimal, it suffices to observe that every vertex s P SpGqzNGpAq has at least one
private neighbour, namely vertex s itself. Note that every vertex in A has a private
neighbour by assumption. Hence, AY pSpGqzNGpAqq is a minimal dominating set
due to Lemma 1. 
Lemma 19. Let D be a minimal dominating set of a split graph G. Then for all
A Ď DC , the set AY pSpGqzNGpAqq is a minimal dominating set of G.
Proof. Let D be a minimal dominating set of G and let A Ď DC . Clearly each
x P A has a private neighbour since D is a minimal dominating set. According to
Lemma 18, AY pSpGqzNGpAqq is a minimal dominating set of G. 
A consequence of Lemmas 17 and 18 is the following.
Corollary 20. Let G be a split graph. Then there is a bijection between DpGq and
the set tA Ď CpGq | @x P A, x has a private neighbouru.
We now describe an algorithm, which we callDominantSplit, that takes as input
a split graph G with a linear ordering σ : V pGq Ñ t1, . . . , |V pGq|u of its vertex set
and a minimal dominating set D of G, and outputs all minimal dominating sets Q
of G such that DC Ď QC . Then, whenever D “ SpGq, the algorithm enumerates all
minimal dominating sets ofG. The algorithm starts by computing the largest vertex
y (with respect to the linear ordering σ) in DC . Then, the algorithm checks whether
the set DC can be extended, i.e. whether there exists a vertex x P CpGqzDC which
is greater than y and such that every vertex in DC Y txu has a private neighbour.
For each such x, the algorithm builds the minimal dominating set D1 such that
D1C “ DC Ytxu (which is unique by Lemma 17) and recursively calls the algorithm
on D1. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1.
Theorem 21. Let G be a split graph with n vertices and m edges and let σ be
any linear ordering of V pGq. Then DominantSplitpG, σ, SpGqq enumerates the set
DpGq with Opn`mq delay and uses space bounded by Opn2q.
Proof. We first prove the correctness of the algorithm. We first prove that each
minimal dominating set is listed once.
We prove the completeness using induction on the number of elements in the
clique CpGq. First the only minimal dominating set D of G such that |DC | “ 0 is
SpGq which corresponds to the first call of the algorithm. Indeed, if D X C “ H
then each vertex of SpGq must belong to D to dominate itself. Moreover, by Lemma
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Algorithm 1: DominantSplitpG, σ,Dq
Input: A split graph G “ pCpGqYSpGq, EpGqq, a linear ordering σ : V pGq Ñ
t1, . . . , |V pGq|u and a minimal dominating set D of G.
begin
output (D)
Cov “ H
1 Let y P DC be such that σpyq “ maxtσpxq | x P DCu
2 foreach x P CpGqzDC and σpxq ą σpyq do
3 if each vertex in DC Y txu has a private neighbour then
4 Cov “ CovY txu
5 foreach x P Cov do
6 DominantSplitpG, σ,DC Y txu Y pSpGqzNGpDC Y txuqq)
end
18 it is a minimal dominating set. Assume now that every D1 P DpGq such that
|D1C | ď k, is returned by the algorithm and let D be a minimal dominating set such
that |DC | “ k ` 1. Let x be the greatest vertex of DC (with respect to σ). By
Lemma 19, D1 :“ DCztxu Y pSpGqzNGpDCztxuqq is a minimal dominating set of
G. Furthermore, |D1C | “ |DCztxu| “ k, and then D1 is returned by the algorithm
(by the inductive hypothesis). Note also that since D P DpGq, every vertex in
D1C Y txu “ DC has a private neighbour, and since x is greater than all vertices
of D1C (w.r.t. σ), x is added to Cov by the algorithm. Then in the next step
DominantSplitpG, σ,D1C Y txu Y pSpGqzNGpD1C Y txuqqqq will be called and then
D1CYtxuYpSpGqzNGpD1CYtxuqq “ DCYpSpGqzNGpDCqq will be returned, which
is equal to D by Lemma 17.
Now let us show that if a set A is returned, then A is a minimal dominating set
of G. We have two cases: either A “ SpGq (which corresponds to the first call) or
A “ DC Y txu Y pSpGqzNGpDC Y txuqq. Clearly if A “ SpGq then A is a minimal
dominating set. Now if A “ DC YtxuY pSpGqzNGpDC Ytxuqq then every element
in DC Y txu has a private neighbour (cf. Line 3 of algorithm 1). Using Lemma 18
we conclude that A is a minimal dominating set.
Moreover each minimal dominating set is listed exactly once. Indeed, a min-
imal dominating set D1 is obtained by a call DominantSplitpG, σ,DC Y txu Y
pSpGqzNGpDC Y txuqqq where D is the minimal dominating set such that DC “
D1Cztxu with x the greatest vertex in D1C (with respect to σ), which is unique by
Lemma 17.
We now discuss the delay and space. The delay between the output of D and the
next output is dominated by the time needed to check if any element in DC Y txu
has a private neighbour.
To do so, we use an array marks[1..n] initialised to 0, and for each element in
DCYtxu we increase the marks of its neighbours by 1. To check that every element
y in DC Y txu has a private neighbour, it suffices to check that y has at least a
neighbour with mark 1. Note that we check only neighbourhood in the stable SpGq.
This can be done in time Opn`mq. Since the depth of the recursive tree is at most n
and at each node we store the set Cov, the space memory is bounded by Opn2q. 
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5. Completion
In this section we introduce the notion of the maximal extension of a graph
by keeping the set of minimal dominating sets invariant. The idea behind this
operation is to maintain invariant the minimal hyperedges, with respect to inclusion,
in N pGq.
For a graphG we denote by IRpGq the set of vertices (called irredundant vertices)
that are minimal with respect to the neighbourhood inclusion. In case of equality
between minimal vertices, exactly one is considered as irredundant. All the other
vertices are called redundant and the set of redundant vertices is denoted by RNpGq.
The completion graph of a graph G is the graph Gco with vertex set V pGq and edge
set EpGq Y txy | x, y P RNpGq, x ­“ yu, i.e., Gco is obtained from G by adding
precisely those edges to G that make RNpGq into a clique. Note that the completion
graph of a split graph G is G itself, since all vertices in SpGq are irredundant.
However, the completion operation does not preserve the chordality of a graph.
For instance, trees are chordal graphs but their completion graphs are not always
chordal. Figure 3 gives some examples of completion graphs.
Remark 22. Note that if a vertex x is redundant, then there exists an irredundant
vertex y such that NGrys Ď NGrxs. Indeed since x is redundant, the set F :“
tz P V | NGrzs Ď NGrxsu is not empty. Hence, any minimal (with respect to
neighbourhood inclusion) vertex y from F is an irredundant vertex.
(c)
(a) (b)
G Gco G Gco
G Gco
Figure 3. (a) a non-chordal graph whose completion is a split
graph (b) a chordal graph with an induced P6 whose completion
is a split graph (c) a path Pn whose completion is not chordal.
Redundant vertices are represented in grey.
Proposition 23. For any graph G, we have DpGq “ DpGcoq.
Proof. Let D be a dominating set of a graph G. Since EpGq Ď EpGcoq, D is also a
dominating set of Gco. Now suppose that D is a dominating set of Gco and let x P
V pGq. If x P IRpGq, then NGrxs “ NGcorxs, hence DXNGrxs ‰ H. If x P RNpGq,
then, due to Remark 22, there exists y P IRpGq such that NGrys Ď NGrxs. Hence
DXNGrys Ď DXNGrxs ‰ H. Therefore, D is a dominating set of G. Since G and
Gco have the same dominating sets, we deduce that DpGq “ DpGcoq. 
The following proposition claims the optimality of the completion in the sense
that no other edges can be added to the graph without changing the set of minimal
dominating sets.
Proposition 24. Let G be a graph and let G1 be pV pGq, EpGq Y teuq with e a
non-edge of G. Then DpGq ‰ DpG1q if and only if eX IRpGq ‰ H,
Proof. Consider N 1pGq :“ tNGrvs | v P IRpGqu and N 1pG1q :“ tNG1rvs | v P
IRpG1qu. By the definition of irredundant vertices, for every u, v P IRpGq, we have
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NGrus Ď NGrvs implies that u “ v and therefore NGrus “ NGrvs. HenceN 1pGq and
N 1pG1q are simple and correspond respectively to MinpN pGqq and MinpN pG1qq.
Let e :“ xy such that eXIRpGq ‰ H, and assume without loss of generality that
x P IRpGq. Assume that x is still irredundant in G1, i.e., x P IRpG1q. Then since
y P NG1rxs and y R NGrxs, N 1pG1q ‰ N 1pGq. Moreover, thanks to Lemma 5, we
have DpGq “ trpN 1pGqq and DpG1q “ trpN 1pG1qq, and since N 1pGq and N 1pG1q are
simple, we have DpG1q ‰ DpGq (see Proposition 2). Assume now that x P RNpG1q.
Hence, NGrxs R N 1pG1q and since NGrxs P N 1pGq, we have N 1pGq ‰ N 1pG1q.
Assume now that e X IRpGq “ H, i.e. e Ď RNpGq. Then IRpGq “ IRpG1q
and for all v P IRpGq, NGrvs “ NG1rvs. Thus we have MinpN pGqq “ N 1pGq “
N 1pG1q “MinpN pG1qq and then DpGq “ trpN pGqq “ trpN pG1qq “ DpG1q. 
We now show how to use completion to get an output-polynomial time algorithm
for the Dom-Enum problem restricted to P6-free chordal graphs. Let us notice that
this class properly contains the class of split graphs. The results that follow were
already published in [18] without proofs. A vertex is simplicial if the graph induced
by its neighbourhood is a clique.
Proposition 25. If G is a P6-free chordal graph, then for all x P IRpGq, x is a
simplicial vertex in Gco. Furthermore, the set IRpGq is an independent set in Gco.
Proof. We first show that for all x P IRpGq, x is a simplicial vertex in Gco.
Assume that there exists x P IRpGq such that x is not a simplicial vertex in
Gco. Then there exist y, z P NGcorxs such that yz R EpGcoq. Since x is irre-
dundant in G, there exist y1 P NGryszNGrxs and z1 P NGrzszNGrxs. Observe
that y1 ‰ z1, otherwise tx, y, y1, zu forms an induced C4 in G. Moreover, since
yz R EpGcoq, either z R RNpGq or y R RNpGq. Assume without loss of generality
that y R RNpGq. Then NGry1s Ę NGrys and so there exists y2 P NGry1szNGrys.
But then P :“ z1zxyy1y2 forms an induced P6, because all possible edges between
two non consecutive vertices of P would create an induced cycle of length greater
than four, contradicting the chordality of G.
We finally show that IRpGq is an independent set in Gco. Suppose that there
exists xy P EpGcoq with x, y P IRpGq. Since for all z P IRpGq, z is a simplicial
vertex in Gco, it follows that both NGcorxs and NGcorys are cliques. But since xy P
EpGcoq, we have NGcorxs “ NGcorys, otherwise there must exist z P NGcorxszy and
yz R EpGcoq which is impossible since x is simplicial (by the first statement). Since
no edges are added incident with x or y when Gco is obtained from G, we must have
NGrxs “ NGrys contradicting the assumption that x and y are irredundant. 
A consequence of Proposition 25 is the following.
Proposition 26. Let G be a P6-free chordal graph. Then Gco is a split graph.
Proof. From Proposition 25, it follows that IRpGq forms an independent set in Gco,
and since RNpGq forms a clique in Gco, we are done. 
The next theorem characterises completion graphs that are split.
Proposition 27. Let G be a graph. Then Gco is a chordal graph if and only if Gco
is a split graph.
Proof. Since split graphs are chordal graphs, it is enough to prove that if Gco is
chordal, then it is a split graph. Assume there exists a graph G such that Gco
is chordal and not a split graph. Since RNpGq forms a clique in Gco, there must
exist x1, x2 P IRpGq such that x1x2 P EpGcoq. We prove the following claim, which
contradicts the fact that G is finite and therefore suffices to prove Proposition 27.
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Claim 28. There exists an infinite sequence pxiqiPN of distinct vertices in IRpGq
such that, for all i, xi is connected to xi`1 and xi´1, and for j R ti ´ 1, i ` 1u,
xixj R EpGcoq.
Proof of Claim 28. Since x1 P IRpGq, there exists x12 P NGrx2szNGrx1s. In the
same way, there exists x11 P NGrx1szNGrx2s.
Case 1. x11 P RNpGq and x12 P RNpGq. Then x11x12 P EpGcoq and so C :“
x1x2x
1
2x
1
1 forms an induced C4 of Gco, which contradicts the assumptions.
Case 2. x11 P RNpGq and x12 P IRpGq. Let x3 “ x12. We prove by induction that
for all j ě 3, there exists an induced path x1 . . . xj of elements of IRpGq. For j “ 3
the property holds since x1x2x3 forms an induced path.
Assume that the property holds for all j ď k, in other words, we have a se-
quence P :“ x1x2 . . . xk of k distinct elements of IRpGq forming an induced path
in Gco. We show now that there exists xk`1 P IRpGq such that xk`1xk P EpGcoq
and for all j ď k, xk`1xj R EpGcoq. Since xk´1 P IRpGq, there exists a vertex
in NGrxkszNGrxk´1s. We choose xk`1 to be such a vertex. Note that xk`1 R
txk, xk´1u since xk`1 P NGrxkszNGrxk´1s, by definition, and xk`1 R tx1, ..., xk´1u
since x1 . . . xk is an induced path and xk`1 is adjacent to xk. In other words xk`1
is distinct from xj for all j ď k. Also note that xk`1 cannot belong to RNpGq, as
otherwise xk`1x11x1 . . . xk would be a cycle of length greater than four, contradict-
ing the assumption that Gco is chordal. Since xk`1 P NGcorxkszNGcorxk´1s, if there
exists j ă k´ 1 with xjxk`1 P EpGcoq then xj . . . xk`1 induces a cycle of length at
least four. This contradiction finished the proof of Case 2.
Case 3. x11 P IRpGq and x12 P IRpGq. Case 3 is identical to Case 2 up to
symmetry. 

We can now state the following theorem which generalises Theorem 21 to P6-
free chordal graphs. Actually, P6-free chordal graphs properly contain split graphs,
since split graphs are P5-free chordal graphs.
Theorem 29. There exists an Opn`mq delay algorithm for the Dom-Enum prob-
lem in P6-free chordal graphs with space complexity Opn2q.
Proof. Let G be a P6-free chordal graph. First, construct the graph Gco, which can
clearly be done in polynomial time. Then, enumerate all minimal dominating sets
of Gco, which can be done with linear delay in the size of G (since the added edges
in the completion are not considered by Algorithm 1) and using Opn2q space due
to Theorem 21. The observation that this set coincides with the set of all minimal
dominating sets of G due to Proposition 23 finishes the proof of Theorem 29. 
6. Connected Dominating Sets
We investigate in this section the complexity of the enumeration of minimal
connected dominating sets of a graph. A connected dominating set is a dominating
set D such that the subgraph induced by D is connected; it is minimal if for each
x P D, either Dztxu is not a dominating set or the subgraph induced by Dztxu is
not connected. We denote by CDom-Enum the enumeration problem of minimal
connected dominating sets, and by CDpGq the set of minimal connected dominating
sets of a graph G.
Proposition 30 ([18]). For every hypergraph H, trpHq “ CDpI 1pHqq. Hence,
CDom-Enum(split graphs) is equivalent to Trans-Enum.
Proof. (i) Let D P CDpI 1pHqq (cf. Definition 14). Note that every minimal con-
nected dominating set in a split graph is a subset of the clique (cf. [2]) and thus
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D Ď V pHq. Now, for each e P EpHq, there exists x P D such that xye P EpI 1pHqq,
hence D X e ‰ H. And so D is a transversal of H.
(ii) Let T be a transversal of H. Since I 1pHqrV pHqs is a clique, T is connected,
and for each x P V pHq, there exists y P T such that xy P EpI 1pHqq. Furthermore,
for each e P EpHq, T X e ‰ H, i.e., for each ye P V pI 1pHqqzV pHq, there is z P T
such that zye P EpI 1pHqq. Hence, T is a connected dominating set of I 1pHq.
From (i) and (ii) we can conclude that CDpI 1pHqq “ trpHq.
It remains to reduce CDom-Enum to Trans-Enum. For a split graph G, we let
H be the hypergraph pCpGq, tNGpxq | x P SpGquq. It is easy to see that G “ I 1pHq
and so from above, CDpI 1pHqq “ trpHq. 
We will extend this result to other graph classes and we expect that it is a first
step for classifying the complexity of the CDom-Enum problem.
A subset S Ď V pGq of a connected graph G is called a separator of G if GzS is
not connected; S is minimal if it does not contain any other separator. Note that
this notion is different from the classical notion of minimal ab-separators. For two
vertices a and b, an ab-separator is a subset S Ď V pGqzta, bu which disconnects a
from b; it is said to be minimal if no proper subset of S disconnects a from b. Every
minimal separator is an ab-separator for some pair of vertices a, b. The minimal
separators are exactly the minimal ab-separators which do not contain any other cd-
separator. For this reason they are often called the inclusion minimal separators.
Notice that a graph may have an exponential number of minimal separators, but one
can enumerate them in output-polynomial time [26]. Algorithms that enumerate
all the minimal ab-separators of a graph can be found in [4, 22, 26]. We define SpGq
as the hypergraph pV pGq, tS Ă V pGq | S is a minimal separator of Guq.
Proposition 31. For every graph G, CDpGq “ trpSpGqq.
Proof. We first prove that a connected dominating set of G is a transversal of SpGq.
Let D be a connected dominating set and assume that there exists a separator S
for which S X D “ H. Let G1, . . . , Gp be the connected components of GrV zSs.
Since D is connected, it must be included in V pGiq for some 1 ď i ď p. Assume
without loss of generality that D Ď V pG1q and let x P V pG2q. Then we have
NGrxs Ď V pG2q Y S and then NGrxs XD “ H which contradicts the fact that D
is a dominating set of G.
We now prove that a transversal of SpGq is a connected dominating set of G.
Let T be a transversal of SpGq. We first show that T is a dominating set of G.
Suppose not and let N be the set of vertices not covered by T , i.e., N :“ tx P
V pGq | NGrxs X T “ Hu. Then V pGq “ T Y NGpT q Y N and by definition of
N , there are no edges between N and T . So GzNGpT q is not connected, in other
words, NGpT q is a separator of G. Hence, NGpT q contains a minimal separator
S which does not intersect T . This contradicts the fact that T is a transversal of
SpGq. It remains to prove that GrT s is connected. Assume, for contradiction, that
GrT s is not connected. Then V pGqzT is a separator. But then V pGqzT contains a
minimal separator S such that S X T ‰ H. This contradicts again the fact that T
is a transversal of SpGq.
Finally since a set S is a transversal of SpGq if and only if S is a connected
dominating set of G, we have that trpSpGqq “ CDpGq. 
The following corollary shows that any simple hypergraph is the set of minimal
separators for some graph, whereas there exist simple hypergraphs which are not
neighbourhood hypergraphs (see [6]).
Corollary 32. For each simple hypergraph H, there exists a split graph G such
that H “ SpGq.
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Proof. By Proposition 31, we have CDpI 1pHqq “ trpSpI 1pHqqq. So, by Proposition
30, we have trpHq “ trpSpI 1pHqqq, and then by Proposition 2, H “ SpI 1pHqq. 
Another consequence of Proposition 31 is the following.
Corollary 33. If a class of graphs C has a polynomially bounded number of minimal
separators, then CDom-Enum(C) ĺop Trans-Enum. Moreover, if the class C
contains split graphs, then Trans-Enum is equivalent to CDom-Enum(C).
Proof. Assume that one can solve Trans-Enum in output-polynomial time. Let
G P C. Since the set of all minimal separators of a graph can be enumerated
in output-polynomial time and since there is a polynomial number of separators,
SpGq can be computed in time polynomial in ||G||. Furthermore, the fact that
CDpGq “ trpSpGqq by Proposition 31 achieves the proof of the first statement. The
second statement follows from the first statement and Proposition 30. 
Among examples of such graph classes we can cite, without being exhaustive,
chordal graphs, trapezoid graphs [5], chordal bipartite graphs [21], and circle and
circular arc graphs [23].
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